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This article proposes new high-speed network architecture
ABSTRACT
called dynamic burst transfer time-slot-base network
The
network is based
circuit-switched network technology. routing tag
a

(DBTN).
is
attached to a burst at an ingress edge node and the burst is self-routed in a DBTN net-

DBTN

on

A

and thereby the circuit to the destination is created dynamically. Subsequent
user data follows immediately after the
time-slots-relay and is sent over the
established circuit. Thus, short-lived
fairly large data transfers such as
WWW traffic are efficiently carried.
Table 1 compares DBTN and conventional transport techniques such as
circuit switching, packet switching
(datagram), and ATM. In the table, we
address the following items:
'Space overhead.
'Efficiency for bursty data transport.
*Quality of service support.
Effectiveness for short-lived sessions.

work, the circuit of which is created dynamically by the routing tag. The routing tag,
which is called time-slots-relay, consists of link identifiers from the ingress to the egress
nodes and is used to create the circuit. Subsequent data is switched over the circuit being
created in an on-the-fly fashion. Each link identifier is loaded into the address control
memory (ACM) of each circuit switching node, and thereby the circuit to the destination is
created dynamically. Subsequent user data follows immediately after the time-slots-relay
and is sent over the established circuit. Thus short-lived fairly large data transfers such as
WWW traffic are efficiently carried. A circuit between adjacent nodes is created and
released dynamically so bandwidth efficiency is improved compared with conventional circuit-switched networks. Time division multiplexing of the circuit-switched network is utilized so there is no delay jitter or loss within a burst. We address the performance of DBTN
switches and report the experimental system.

nternet traffic continues to grow exponentially [l,
21. The World Wide Web (WWW) is one of the
most popular applications of the Internet, and it has been
Space Overhead - The space overhead is low for DBTN
reported that the volume of WWW traffic is 65 to 85 percent
and for circuit switching, because they use time division
of the total Internet backbone traffic [3]. WWW traffic is
switching, in which switching is performed by exchanging
time-slots between input and output links, so no packet header
characterized by large amounts of data transfer and short
response time requirements.
is needed. In contrast, the space overhead for ATM amounts
Several high-speed networking technologies have so far
to about 10 percent (=lo0 x 5/53) even if a continuous stream
is transported. Taking into account packet length distribution,
been proposed such as burst switching [4, 51, fast circuit
the space overhead of ATM, which is also known as cell tax,
switching [6], and asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) [7].
amounts to 25 percent [2].
However, these technologies are not well suited for the abovementioned traffic because they are connection-oriented. The
session duration of this kind of traffic is too short to carry
Bursty Data Transport - DBTN, packet switching, and
using a connection-oriented protocol because it is wasteful to
ATM efficiently carry bursty traffic. In contrast, circuit switchset up a connection before sending data. In addition, because
ing does not because it holds bandwidth for a connection
circuit switching allocates static bandwidth to each connecwhile there is no data to send. In a DBTN network, connection, bandwidth efficiency degrades. Even though ATM cartions are created and released dynamically on a burst-by-burst
ries bursty traffic efficiently, cell transfer delay jitter and cell
basis. A connection is established only when a packet is sent.
In contrast, circuit switching holds a connection whether a
loss may occur in bursty data. (In addition, because ATM is
connection-oriented, setup delay is not efficient for short-lived
packet is present or not, so the bandwidth efficiency is low for
sessions.)
bursty traffic.
In this article we propose a new communication network
architecture called dynamic burst transfer time-slot-base netQuality of Service - DBTN and circuit switching provide
work (DBTN). This is based on a burst-by-burst circuit setup
good quality of service because they are based on time diviin a circuit-switched network. A routing tag is attached to a
sion multiplexing. In contrast, ATM and packet switching are
burst at an ingress edge node and the burst is self-routed in a
based on statistical multiplexing, so we cannot avoid cell/packDBTN network, the circuit of which is created dynamically by
et loss and transfer delay jitter.
the routing tae. The routine tae. which is called
_timc-slots-relay, is a scrics of link idcntificrs t n
I---.. .
thc. dcstiniition. l'hc routing tiig is rcsolvcd from
the nciwork address for thc destination at tlic
i
edge node. The time-slots-relay consists of link
Space overhead
x
X
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and is used to create thg circuit. Subsequent data
is switched over the circuit being created in an
on-the-fly fashion. A link identifier in the twneslots-relay is unique within each node. Each link
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Transiit node
Short-Lived Sessions - DBTN and
packet switching are suited for shortlived fairly large data transfer such as
WWW traffic because they d o not
require a pre-established connection. By
contrast, ATM and circuit switching
require control delay and round trip
time for setting up the connection.

,,

Destination

so

Figure 1 shows t h e concept of
DBTN. A DBTN network consists of
edge nodes and transit nodes. Each
edge node caches the time-slots-relay
associated with a destination address.
When a source edge node receives a
1
I tdaenode
Edgenode
packet, it resolves the time-slots-relay
from the network address for the desTransit node
tination and then attaches the timeIP address
Time-slots-relay
slots-relay to the packet and injects it
A
into the network. Connection is set up
while the time-slots-relay is en route to
the destination. Subsequent data follows immediately after the time-slotsrelay.
Each node is an STM switch, which
Source-routing table
translates the link identifier in the
time-slots-relay, determines appropriFigure 1. The DBTN concept.
ate output time-slots, and configures
a connection bv settine the association between input and"output time-slots into an address
DBTN SWITCHES
control memory (ACM). Thus the connection is configPRINCIPLEBEHIND DBTN SWITCHES
ured at the transit node. This procedure takes place at
every transit node between the source and destination
edge nodes.
The DBTN switch is based on the conventional STM switch.
In this article, we address the design and the performance
It sets the address control memory (ACM) and creates the
of DBTN switches and report the experimental implementacircuit dynamically by using the time-slot-relay in the burst
tion system. The rest of the article is organized as follows. In
header. To this end, the DBTN employs mechanisms for:
the second section, we describe the design of the DBTN
Delineating the burst.
switch. In the third section, we investigate its performance.
Configuring the ACM.
The fourth section reports the experimental DBTN switching
Below we give an overview of the DBTN switch and
node system. In the fifth section, we overview related work
describe those mechanisms.
and compare it with work on DBTN. The last section summaFigure 2 shows an N x N switch fabric of a transit node.
rizes the article.
Time slots within a frame over the highway are exchanged by
a time-slot interihanger (TSI). By
exchanging time-slots, a circuit is
switched. The TSI is implemented by
AB CDABCD
0000/1111
using a data buffer memory (DBM)
and a n address control memory
(ACM). The time-slots-relay, which is
Input link
Output link
a part of the DBTN header, is carried
in the time slot associated with the
#O
input link. The link identifier in the
time-slots-relay is loaded into the
ACM and the association between the
# N-1
#N-1
input and output links is made. The
output link is designated by the link
identifier in the time-slots-relay.
We need a packet delineation
mechanism because the time-slotsOFHC On-the-fly header controller
relay is carried in-band. The packet
A C M Address control memory
DBM: Data buffer memory
delineation mechanism and packet
CTR: Sequential counter
format are detailed below. The packet
format used in DBTN networks is
shown in Fig. 3. Because a time-slatsrelay is transferred in an in-band fashion in DBTN networks, a packet
W Figure 2. The DBTN switching node.
delineation mechanism is needed. For
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association between the destination
address and the time-slots-relay is kept
in a cache table at the source edge node.
In some cases, however, the destination terminal address might not be found
Packet format
in the table d u e to limitations of the
cache table. To cope with this case, we
must perform forwarding, notification,
and caching, as shown in Fig. 5. When
we encounter a miss-cache, the packet is
forwarded to the next node in a forwarding mode. Each node determines the
next node by consulting the routing table
with the network address for the destination like IP routers. An output link identifier at each node is
collected as the packet is forwarded to the destination edge
node. Once the packet reaches the destination edge node, the
time-slots-relay, which consists of the output link identifier
from the ingress to the egress nodes, is sent back to t h e
source edge node by traversing the time-slots-relay backward.
The time-slots-relay is stored in the cache table at the source
edge node. The cached time-slots-relay is used for the subsequent burst transmission.

-

t-)

Time-slots-relay
DBTN header
Figure 3. Packet format.

Sequential write

@
e

DBM

Mapping of input
and output link

Random read
5...

ACM

J Figure 4.An STMswirch.

BUFFER-POOL
Because burst data follows immediately after the routing
information is sent in-band, if sufficient time slots are not
available, the circuit cannot be established and the subsequent
burst data are lost. To avoid loss of burst data, we introduce a
buffer-pool. When sufficient time slots are not available at the
destination output link, the connection request is blocked and
diverted to the buffer pool. This buffer pool is connected with
the STM switch fabric via input and output links as shown in
Fig. 2. The buffer pool is shared among all the output links.
The diverted connection is queued in a packet-by-packet
fashion. The connection setup request is retried after a backoff timer expires. The controller of the buffer pool manages
individual queues for each diverted burst. On receiving the
diverted burst, it starts the timer associated with the burst.
The timer expiration time is randomly determined. When the
timer expires, the associated burst is selected for the retransmission.

this purpose, a preamble pattern is attached to the front of a
packet. The time-slots-relay field follows the preamble pattern. If a preamble pattern is detected at a node, the timeslots-relay field is extracted. The length of the time-slots-relay
field is variable, so its last time slot is marked by all "1's."
When an end-of-packet pattern is detected by the presence of
an idle pattern, which is sent out by the source terminal, an
ACM entry is cleared.
In conventional STM switches, the circuit between
the input and the output links is made by loading the
time slot number of an input link into the ACM entry
associated with the time slot number of the output link.
In Fig. 4, the circuit between the input link 1 and the
output link 3 is set up. In conventional STM networks,
the contents of ACM are configured via an out-of-band
setup signaling message. This takes several seconds
because of the complicated software control to set up
at each node. In contrast, in DBTN networks, the
ACM contents are configured via an in-band message,
i.e., the time-slots-relay. The time-slot corresponding to
the node in the time-slots-relay is extracted. This time
Time-slots-relay="#a-#b-#c-#d"
slot indicates the destination output link identifier
...........................................................
of the switch. Suppose that the time slot stands for the
a-th output link. The switch finds an idle time slot associated with the output link and then sets the time-slot
number for the input link into the a-th entry of the
ACM.
#b
#C

TIME SLOTS-RELAY
CACHE
In DBTN networks, however, the source edge node
resolves the time-slots-relay from the network address
for the destination. We resolve the time-slots-relay
from the destination address in the packet header. The

Time-slots-relay

Figure 5. Time-slots-relaycache.

Notification

Cache

The retry request is treated in thc same way as
other ncwly arriving requests at the output port. In
this way, the communication ovcrhcad betwecn the
buffer pool controllcr and all the output links is elimiiiatcd. The advantage of this retry mechanism is that
it isolates thc buffer-pool management from the
timc-slots manager. Wc might maximize time-slot utilization if wc could allocate idle timc slots immediately after they wcre frecd. T o do so, the buffcr-pool
controller would necd to manage thc bandwidth of
all the output links of the switch. A communication
mechanism betwecn the buffcr pool and thc timcslots manager would bc requircd, which would not bc
scalable as the number of switch output ports grcw.
A problem may arise due to the high comniunicatioti
ovcrhead as the switch size grew.

MULTIPLE
TIME-SLOTSRATE
How to implement a conncction requiring tnultiplc
timc slots is detailed bclow. In DBTN networks, a
variablc transmission rate i s implementcd by using
multiple time slots within a framc. The timc-slotsrelay should he handled in such a way that all time
slots associalcd with a connection are assigned to the
samc output link. If some time slots wcre partially
assigned to the buffer-pool link whilc thc othcrs were
assigiied lo thc output link, such a connection would
be meaninglcss due to a lack of ordcr intcgrity of thc
timc slots, as shown in Fig. 6. To associatc multiple
time slots with the connection, a connection identificr
sub-field is introduced in a time-slot Ficld of the timeslots-rclay, as shown in Fig. 7. The connection idcntifier sub-field has only to be uniqiic within an input
link and an output link. We may change its valuc
hop-by-hop for it to be unique within a link like a
VCI.

ml

%==Y
Buffer-pool

(a) Bad example

ml

i

YsE?Y
Buffer-pool

(b) Good example

~ - - _ ~ _ _ _
W Figure 6.Problem in multiple time-slots connections.

IDLE-TIME-SLOTSMANAGER
Multiplc time slots are associated with an output
link. The mechanism for translating link identificrs
into time slots is detailcd bclow. The translation is
handled by an idle-time-slots manager, whosc block
diagram is shown in Fig. 8. Idle-timc-slot identifiers
of the output link arc maintained in a chain. Oncc an
output link has bcen determincd, time-slot identificrs
arc selcctcd from the chain associatcd with it. Thosc
time slots are assigncd to a new conncction. This
chain-based managcment achieves a quickcr rcsponse
than a table-based mcthod. which storcs thc states of
all timc slots (busy or idlej. Whcn the circuit is released, the
time slots allocated to the circuit arc frced and thcir identifiers are attached to thc end of the chain.

PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION
In this section, we address the performance of DBTN switchcs. Wc cxaminc the performance of thc shared buffei-pool.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
OF THE SHARED BUFFERPOOL
We compare two buffer-pool configurations, separate aiid
shared (our proposed mcthod) (Fig. 9). In thc following, we
invcstigate thc economies of scale with rcspcct to bandwidth
and buffcr size.

Bandwidth - For thc scparatc mcthod, a buffcr is deploycd
at cach output link. Excess burst is storcd there. T o avoid
burst loss causcd by thc lack of bandwidth betwecn thc time-
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division switch and the buffer pool, we necd to speed up the
link betwecn them so that it is fastcr than the output link
spced.
In contrast, for thc shared method, the huffer is coiinccted
via the normal input and output ports of the TDM switch.
The link speed between thc timc-division switch and the output link is cqual to the output link speed. (The link speed
bctwcen the time-division switch and the buffer pool is also
cqual to lhe output link spced.) As the iiumhcr of switch ports
incrcases, the numbcr of buffer pools increases accordingly.
That is, the number of switch ports for thc buffer pools
increases.
The required bandwidth for the buffer pool is a performance measure herc. Let C' denote the bandwidth required
for thc buffcr pool in the scparate huffcr pool approach. Wc
dcfinc the required bandwidth ratio as:
(Nlxtffcr-pool

+ N)C'I" ,

(1)
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Time-slot # on output highway
\

I

DBM addr.

1

O u t w t link ID

where N a n d Nbuffer-ool denote the number
of output links and t i e buffer-pool.
We conducted computer simulations to
obtain the required bandwidth for both
methods. Figure 10 shows the required
bandwidth ratio as a function of the burst
loss ratio (BLR). Clearly, we can reduce
the bandwidth dramatically by using our
method. For example, the required bandwidth was reduced by an order of magnitude using our method when BLR =
1.0e-8. The reduction effect was significant
when the link bandwidth C was small compared with the burst bandwidth. If we used
C = 1 for the separate approach, we would
need more than 10 times the output link
speed for the buffer-pool bandwidth, which
would not be practical.

I Busv or i d d

Idle-slots chain pool

W Figure 8. Translation of link identifiers into time slots.

Buffer pool

P
I

I

1

Buffer pool

L

1

I

Buffer Size - For the separate control,
each output link is equipped with a buffer
pool, while in our approach the buffer pool
is shared by all the output links. Thus we
can expect the economies of scale with
respect to the buffer size. Here we compare the buffer size required to support the
target BLR. The buffer size is normalized
by the burst size and the number of output
links. Figure 11 shows the BLR as a function of the buffer size. We set the number
of switch ports to 256 and the offered load
p = L / C b was 0.6. The burst bandwidth
changed from 1/16 of the link capacity to
the entire link capacity. O u r proposed
shared method clearly reduces the required
buffer size to U100 that of the separate
method. This provides significant
economies of scale.

I

EXPERIMENT

(2) Shared (proposed)

(1) Separate

W Figure 9. Two alternativesfor buffer-pool configuration.

We constructed an experimental DBTN
network (Fig. 12) that connects a server
host and three client hosts. The server host
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Figure 10. Burst loss ratio as a function of buffer-pl bandwidrl
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Packet
receiver #O
and three client hosts were connected. The packet generator
generated the IP packets. The timc-slot-relay transported the
IP packets based on the DBTN principle. In our first trial, we
confirmed the feasibility of the DBTN network. The performance is being measured using the experimental network.
We have implemented a trial DBTN switching node using
four field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). The detailed
block diagram of the trial DBTN switch is shown in Fig. 13.
The multiplexer, TSI, demultiplexer, and buffer pool are each
implemented using a single FPGA. Figure 14 shows a photograph of our implemented DBTN switching node. The buffer
pool collects and reports statistics on the total number of
packets and the number of lost packets.

a
Packet
receiver

/M Figure 12. The mpenmentul DBTN network.

RELATEDWORK
In this section, we review previously proposed methods for
high-speed burst transfer. We examined the packet switching
technique because it has been envisioned to be suitable for
burst transfer. Based on our examination, we compared the
DBTN to other methods.

DATAGRAM
AND

I

,..- ....-.
....
j FPGAZ j

VIRTUAL CIRCUIT

Time a n d Space Overhead - T h e r e a r e two packet
transmission paradigms: datagram and virtual circuit. A
routing decision is made for every arriving packct in the
datagram network, while it is done only for a control packet
in the virtual circuit network. A network address for the
destination is used for the routing decision. Every packet
carries the destination network address in the datagram uetwork, while only the control packet carries one in the virtual
circuit network. During the virtual circuit setup phase, every
switching n o d e d e t e r m i n e s a virtual circuit identifier
(“label”), which will be included in the packet header of
subsequent user data packets. Once the virtual circuit is set
up, the user data packet is identified by the label attached
in the packet header.
Let’s consider space overhead in the packet header for
M Figure 13. A block diagram of the implemented DBTNswitching node.
both dataeram and virtual circuit networks. When a routing
d e c i s i o n f s m a d e , t h e network
address is used. T h e network
address should be long enough so
TSI
MX
that a unique network address can
/
/
b e assigned t o all hosts in t h e
e n t i r e network. Taking i n t o
account the inefficiency of hierarchical usage, we need t o have a
port
very long network address. F o r
example, I P v6 uses a 128-bit
address and NSAP uses an address
of up to 160 bits. The label for the
DMX
virtual circuit is relatively small,
on the other hand, because it only
has to be unique within each link.
Buffei-pool
For example, Frame Relay uses a
10-bit label called DLCI, and
'art
ATM uses a 28-bit or 24-bit label,
which has a hierarchy of VPI and
VCI. (Most ATM switches compress these labels into a smaller
one, say 16-bit in its proprietary
cell header.) Thus the datagram
network requires every packet to
have a destination network
address, and therefore it is less
efficient in the space domain than
the virtual circuit network. T h e
IFigure 14. Aphotogmph ofthe implemented DBTN switching node.
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virtual circuit network is less efficient in
the time domain than the datagram network in that it requires a virtual circuit to
be established in advance.

IPaddr='l29.60.83.111'

!

(a) Routing table for the node in the datagram network
Complex lookup for the
first control packet
+81-442-59-4402

Simple lookup for subsequent
user data packets
I

I

-

U (b) Routing and label tables for the node in the virutal circuit network

W Figure 15.Routingand label tables.

I=b
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Scalability lssue - A node in the datagram network has a routing table while, a
node in the virtual circuit network has both
routing and label tables, as shown in Fig.
15. A node in the datagram network has a
routing table to determine the outgoing
link, which keeps the association between
the destination network address and the
appropriate outgoing link. A node in the
virtual circuit network has both a routing
table and a label table, which keeps the
association among the incoming and outgoing labels and the appropriate outgoing
link. The label table keeps this association
for all virtual circuits being established.
The scalability problem of the virtual
circuit network should be addressed, As
mentioned earlier in this section, thc virtual circuit network requires each node to
have both routing and label tables (Fig.
15). As the link capacity increases, the
number of virtual circuits increases. The
scalability of the virtual circuit network is
limited: the node in the virtual circuit network needs to maintain the state information for the huge numbcr of virtual circuits.
TOsupport some sort of QoS, we need to
set up a virtual circuit along which bandwidth is reserved. But we do not need to
guarantee the bandwidth for all communications over networks.

COMPARISON TO RELATEDWORK
datagram and virtual circuit are packet switching techniques
Below we review high-speed burst transport methods and
where a header is attached for each packet. We should note
highlight differences bctween DBTN and these methods.
that circuit switching does not require a header because a
circuit is established by using a signaling message. As far as
Burst Switching - Burst switching was proposed by Amstuts
space-domain overhead is concerned, circuit switching is
[4]. Figure 16 shows a typical burst switching node. The burst
more efficient than packet switching, including datagram
switching node consists of a hub switch and link switches. A
and virtual circuit.
link switch receives voice and data signals from user ports and
Let's consider time overhead in setting up the virtual circonverts these signals into bursts. The burst has a header that
cuit. As mentioned earlier in this section, the virtual circuit
includes the destination port identifier. Several link switches
needs to be sct up before user data packets are sent. Control
packets are used to set up the virtual
circuit. It takes at least the round trip
time for the control packet to travel
between source and destination nodes.
In addition, a processing delay at each
node is required. The control packet is
Routing decision is done when the burst
used to communicate information eleenters the h u b switch or enters the link
ments such as label values used at each
switch from the user port
hop, bandwidth, QoS profile, and so
on. It takes considerable time (presumLink
ably, more than milliseconds) to parse
the control packet and perform adeLink switch
queuing
quate actions at each node. We should
note that when a connection-oriented
user pori
T C P session is set up, intermediate
'C:Burst generation
nodes do not intervene in the session
and format conversion 8M: Buffer memory
SP: Switching processor
establishment procedure (they just
P C Port circuits
transport IP packets). It takes a much
User port Link
longer time to set up a virtual circuit
iFigure 16.A burst switching node.
than to set up a TCP session. Thus the
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arc connected in a ring fashion. The ring
network of link switches is interconnected via the hub switch.
The link connecting the link switches
is' a TDM bus. When a new burst arrives
at the ingress link switch, the circuit is
dynamically set u p and t h e burst is
switchcd over the circuit. After the burst
is finished, the circuit is immcdiatcly torn
down. Both t h e D B T N and the burst
switch avoid the time- and space-domain
overheads of the packet switching technique. They also avoid the scalability
problem of the virtual circuit.
The routing decision is made at the
hub switch and the ingress link switch.
The destination address, which consists
of t h e link group identifier, the link
switch identifier, and the link switch
port's port identifier, is used to forward
the burst. The burst switching is essentially based on datagrams because each
burst carries thc destination address.
T h e D B T N employs time-slot-relay,
which is self-explanatory to intcrmediate nodes, to switch the burst while the
burst switching requires the destination
address.
Fast Resource Management (FRM) Fast resource management (FRM) has
been proposed by Tranchier et al. and
Ohnishi et at. independently [8, 91 (Fig.
17). It is based on ATM. Connection and
bandwidth are controlled indemndentlv

11-I

Resource management cells
requesting bandwidth
,,,.,.,,i,ncrease or decrease

0

Virtual circuit is
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established
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'(..

,/.;:
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0 0 '.,.,;,,,'
~.
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Time

I Figure 17. Fast resource management.
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164-bit slots
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Control slots

Data

slots

i

slots reallocation message

Switching node
Local free-slot pool and
negotiation w i t h other
switching nodes

IFigure 18. Dynamic synchronous transfer mode (DTM).

Virtual circuit is dynamically
established and torn down.
Setup cells
the
destination

th.

nal circuit setup messages.
A circuit between two TDM buses is created
dynamically by using control slots. DTM is based
on circuit switching technique and therefore
avoids space overhead for both the datagram and
the virtual circuit because it has no header.
Switching nodes connecting T D M buses perform switching between T D M buses. Idle time
slots over TDM buses are managed in a distribnted fashion. Control information on those idle time
slots is exchanged through a control communication channel between adjacent nodes.
Both DBTN and D T M perform t h e source
routing and create the circuit dynamically. DTM
has constant overhead in a 125-microsecond frame
for control slots while DBTN requires control
overhead only when the circuit is established.
Dynaflow Service - The Dynaflow service was
proposed by Bian et al. [lo] (Fig. 19). T h e
Dynaflow service is based on ATM. Connection
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a burst-by-burst fashion. Setup cells carry the required bandwidth and the destination address to set up connections.
Bursts are switched over the connection.
Because the Dynaflow service is based on ATM, which
requires a cell header for every cell, the space-overhead problem remains t o b e solved. D B T N is different from the
Dynaflow service in that DBTN uses the source-routing based
on the time-slots-relay while the Dynaflow uses the hop-byhop routing.

CLOSINGREMARKS
This article proposed a new high-speed network architecture
called DBTN. In a DBTN network, a circuit is set up on-thefly by sending a series of link identifiers to the destination
called tirne-slots-relay.To avoid burst loss due to lack of bandwidth at transit nodes, we introduced the share buffer-pool
configuration. We investigated the performance of our bufferpool configuration and confirmed that our method provides
great economies of scale with respect to the bandwidth and
buffer size compared with the separate buffer-pool approach.
We implemented the experimental system and confirmed the
feasibility of DBTN.
In DBTN networks, a circuit between adjacent nodes is
created and released dynamically, and short-lived fairly large
data transfers such as WWW traffic are efficiently carried.
Because DBTN makes use of circuit-switching technology,
there is no delay jitter, so traffic management is simplified.
DBTN is well suited for future high-speed backbone networks.
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